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This guide outlines the best methods of teaching lumberjack skills in a free game. Profits from woodcut are very low compared to other methods of making money and profitable methods offer a very slow experience per hour, so it is more profitable to simply perform the fastest methods of
experience and use the time saved to make money using alternative methods. Learning Woodcutting alongside Firemaking saves a lot of time compared to bank magazines and only slightly reduces the level of experience compared to dropping them. Axes edit the source of axes are
needed to train Woodcutting, they range in quality from bronze to run, each tier has a higher chance of successfully cutting the tree and thus it is recommended to always use the highest level of axe available. If the attack level requirement is met, save the storage space by equipping the
axe. Trees edit edit the source Levels 1-99 edit edit edit source Levels 1-15 - trees edit edit the source Starting woodcutting requires cutting down trees from level 1 to 15, which are provided 25 experiences per log. Trees can be found all over Gielinor. There are large swaths of trees south

of the Grand Exchange and west of Lambridge Castle. Start-up Experience - 0 Experience required - 2,411 logs required - 97 (2,425 experience) Profit: 1455 coin levels 15-30/60 - Oaks edit source editing At level 15, it is recommended to start cutting down oaks, which are provided with
37.5 experience on log log. Oak trees can be found all over Gielinor. There are several oak spots, beyond the Lumbridge General Store, southwest of the west coast of Warrock, south of the southern gates of Falador, Port Sarim, and east of Rimmington. When banking on logs, it is
recommended to use trees near Warrock. Start-up Experience - 2425 Experience required for 30 - 10 938 Oak magazines required for 30 - 292 (10,950 experience) Experience, required for 60 - 271 317 Oak logs required for 60 - 9867 (370,012.5 experience) Levels 30/60-99 - willows edit
source At level 30, players can cut willows that are provided with 67.5 experiences per magazine. Experience rates are lower than cutting down oaks to 60 Woodcutting, which is the recommended level to go to willow. Experience rates are about 35% higher than maple trees, but maples are
more afk. The best places for logging willows are southwest of the shore in the village of Dreynor, but beware of aggressive dark wizards. If a bank isn't required, or if you're level 3 and don't want a dark wizard to attack you, there are more trees east of the Rusty Anchor Inn in Port Sarim,
with a nearby bank deposit box to the south. There are more trees east of Farmer Fred's house in Lambridge, south of Port Sarim prison, southwest of Rimmington, and east of the Champions Guild. Experience in 30 - 13,375 Experience required from 30 - 13,021,056 Willow logs required
from 30 - 192 905 (13,021,087.5 experience) Experience on 60 - 372,437.5 Experience required from 60 - 12,661,993.5 Willow magazines, Required from 60 - 187,586 (12,662,055 experience) Levels 45-99 maple - trees edit source At level 45, players can cut maple trees that are provided
with 100 experiences per log. Experience rates are about 35% lower than willows, but maples are more afk. The only place where free play players can cut the maple trees is the Corsair Cove Resource Area, which has 4 trees and is very far from the bank. It requires the completion of
Dragon Slayer and The Curse of Corsair to enter. Start-up experience - required 61,558 required experience - 12,972,873 required maple logs - 129,729 (12,972,900 experience) Other techniques (60-99) players can cut the tysa trees that are provided with 175 experiences on logs. While
yew magazines earn a profit, it is recommended to cut willow or maple trees for experience and use the time saved to make money by doing other things. The best place to chop down the yew trees is south of Edgeville Bank, followed by the Warrock Palace grounds east of the Grand
Exchange and finally the Corsair Cove Resource Area, which has 3 trees but is very far from the bank. It requires the completion of Dragon Slayer and The Curse of Corsair to enter. Starting Experience - 273,758 Experience needed - 12,760,673 Yew magazines are needed - 72,919
(12,760,825 experience) in: Learning Guide, Free to Play Share Axe required for Woodcutting training. Axes range in quality from bronze to wound, with higher quality axes able to chop down trees much faster. It is recommended to own an axe if you have the appropriate level of attack, as it
opens up additional space in your inventory for more logs. Trees Levels 1-99 Levels 1-15 - Trees The only way to get from Level 1 to Level 15 is to cut down trees that are provided with 25 experiences on logs. Trees can be found all over Gielinor. Starting Experience - 0 Experience Is
Needed - 2411 Magazines Needed - 97 (2,425 Experience) Levels 15-30 - Oaks At Level 15, recommended that players switch to cutting down oaks, which are provided with 37.5 experience on logs. Oak trees can be found all over Gielinor. Lambridge has some good oak spots, including
the castle grounds (2 trees) and behind the General Shop (2 trees). Starting Experience - 2,425 Experience needed - 10,938 Oak magazines needed - 292 (10,950 experience) Levels 30-99 - willows at level 30, recommended that players go on cutting down willows that are provided with
67.5 experience on the log. Expect to see 35% higher vis/h woodcut over maple trees, however they are less afk due to the higher speed of the chop. The best places to chop willows are southwest of the shore in the village of Dreynor (5 trees). If you don't have a bank, there are willows
next to farmer Fred's house in Lambridge (6 trees). There are willows south of and a church in Port Sarim (14 trees). There are also a few southwest of Rimmington. Starting Experience - 13,375 Experience needed - 13,021,056 Willow logs needed - 192,905 (13,021,087.5 experience)
Levels 45-99 - Maple Trees At Level 45, players have the option of switching to maple trees that are provided with 100 experience on logs. Expect to see about one-third less xylography xp/h compared to willies, but they are significantly more afk due to their slower chop speed. The only
place where free-to-play players can chop down maple trees is the Corsair Cove Resource Area, which contains 4 maple trees, and requires the start of the Corsair Curse quest and completing the Dragon Slayer to enter. Starting Experience - 61,512 Experience Needed - 12,972,919 Maple
Journals Needed - 129,730 (12,973,000 Experience) (Note, That completion of the Corsair Curse is required to unlock the pot in Corsair Cove.) Other methods (60-99) Levels 60-99 - Yew trees at level 60, players have the option of switching to yew trees that are provided with 175
experience on logs. While yew logs can be good profits at times, it is recommended to chop willow or maple trees for the experience. The best place for the felling of yew trees is the territory of Warrock Palace next to the Grand Exchange (3 trees). In addition, the Corsair Cove Resource
Area also includes 3 trees and usually has fewer people competing for it, due to the requirement to complete the Dragon Slayer to enter. However, it is further away from the bank. Starter Experience - 273,790 Experience Needed - 12,760,641 Yew Logs needed - 72,918 (12,760,650
experience) Training guides for free play community content available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. There is nothing more relaxing than going home from school or working, making yourself a cup of tea or coffee, and getting into your old runeScape school account. But
sometimes you may not know where to start the adventure of the day: maybe some PKing? Or PvMing? No, they're relatively intense. Let's go with OSRS woodcuts instead. Full OSRS Woodcutting Training Guide In order to relax properly and continue to progress through the game, you
can choose to align the profession. Cutting down wood is a good choice because raw materials are always in demand, it's easy, which is why we're going to cover woodcutting today. Fast woodcutting level In this OSRS Woodcutting guide, we'll cover as the fastest way to get a woodcutting
experience as well as a way to align Woodcutting and make OSRS gold at the same time. Always remember to always use the best axe as much as you can, as this will help you level Woodcutting faster. Level 1 - 15 Woodcutting Starting from Level 1 to 15 you have no choice but to swing
the axe on They are plentiful in Gielinor and you can choose any place you prefer, it really doesn't really matter how you will 15 fast. You can use an iron axe, but it doesn't add much to the price, so don't go out of your way to get it if you already have a bronze axe. Level 15 - 30 lumberjacks
Just like simple trees, Oaks are also widely scattered around the world. The recommended place to cut them is Dreynor or Varrock, due to the proximity to the jar. If you are short of gold, consider bank oak magazines because they can be sold for a decent amount of gold. Level 30 - 35
Woodcutting So you're not bored of all this axe swinging and decided that lumberjack lifestyle suits you? Ok. This is a Woodcatting level bracket where we start to see some differences in free play and pay-per-game techniques. Members want to chop down willow trees until they reach the
level of 35 Woodcutting. Level 35 - 99 Woodcutting F2P players will have to settle for willow trees for the rest of the game until they reach 99 Woodcutting. Willow magazines are worth almost nothing and you don't have to bother them banking. As for the seats, F2P players must chop down
the trees of Willow in the village of Dreynor and P2P in Catherby. Level 35 - 99 Woodcutting (Fast Way) P2P players will want to level 99 Woodcutting by chopping teak trees. This is the fastest way to align your woodcutting if you use one of the teak manipulation techniques. 3-tick, 2-tick
and 1.5-tick methods click-intensive, but perfect for leveling Woodcutting. Your XP in an hour will go through the roof! Check out this YouTube guide on how these methods are performed. Tick trees can be found southwest of the Castle Wars, monkey atoll, Hazara jungles and leafy groves.
Level 90 - 99 Woodcutting (The easiest way) With level 90 Woodcutting you can start chopping down redwood trees. This method is not the most effective, however, it is very AFKable and ideal for people running OSRS in the background while doing something different. Sequoia can be
found in the Woodcutting Guild and you should also have 75% Hosidius Favor. Related articles: Making money with Woodcutting Woodcutting in OSRS can be profitable once you click on a certain level. Improving your RuneScape woodcut skills over time can get you a good payday, but
don't expect that much compared to other high-paying RS skills. Level 60 Wooden reaching level 60 Woodcutting allows us to chop down Yew trees. Good spots for F2P players are Warrock Castle and forest south of Falador. P2P players, as usual, have more options and can go to
Catherby or Tree Gnome Village. Both locations are close to the bank. Yew logs are not very expensive, so if you are not desperate to make gold, we suggest you stick just to level woodcutting for a while. And if you do, then can just buy gold OSRS. Level 75 Woodcutting Now, once you
reach the level of 75 Woodcutting you can really make some serious cash. P2P players unlock the ability to hack Magic Magic This method of making money is also convenient because it is basically the AFC. Unfortunately for F2P players shredding Yew magazines is as good as it gets.
When aligning Woodcutting, make sure to purchase a Lumberjack outfit. The full four-piece set gives a 2.5% increase in Woodcutting XP rates and is easy to get. You will only spend about an hour getting the whole set. This, in turn, will save you tens of hours in the long run. Pieces of attire
fall from the undead lumberjacks in the mini-game Temple Trekking. Hell's Axe A notable item for any dedicated skiller is the hellish axe that has a 1/3 chance to burn the sliced logs. This requires 61 loggers and 85 firefighters. While this only gives half the experience for the logs it burns
you get using conventional methods, it saves time like clearing stocks and giving you XP at the same time. Final thoughts on woodcutting in OSRS is him, fellow OSRS enthusiast. End of our OSRS woodcut training guide. There are of course different ways you can try learning your woodcut
skills, but we only tackle the simplest of them here. We hope this guide can help you get your own woodcut mastery of the cape. Always remember that patience and hard work is the key to aligning this skill. If you need more help on how to align your lumberjack skills or earn more OSRS
gold, feel free to join our Discord server and connect with thousands of other RS players around the world. World. 1-99 woodcutting guide osrs f2p
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